
 

 
 
In today’s competitive world you need to be different and offer something unique to rise 

above the crowd. Creating a multi-page Property Information Booklet will help Buyers 

and Sellers decide that you clearly are their best choice as the REALTOR® to represent 

them in what will be one of the largest transactions of their lifetime. 

Most listing Agents will provide the MLS® printout for showings and others will create 

stunning four page glossy property brochures as a listing handout. Impressive? Can be. 

Can you do better? Absolutely....and you should as it will strengthen your business. 

This project is ideal for those who have a level of computer skill and knowledge of ; 

1.  Microsoft Office Publisher or other publishing software 

2.  Knowledge of how to work with images (placing, resizing) 

3.  Know how to capture a snapshot of a pdf and paste/sresize into the booklet software  

If this is not in your skill set your option is to hire a third party to create a template for 

you and perhaps even find someone who can compile the booklet for your listings. 

 

The Strategy:  

1. Create a Property Information Booklet with a multiple of four pages so it can 

be folded and stapled in booklet format (ie 8, 12, 16, 20 or 24 pages.) If your office 

photocopier does not have the capability to fold and staple you can send the file 

online to Staples for printing.  

 

NOTE: Your office should be the more economical solution as some charge the 

same for a single colour print of a 8.5 x 11 sheet of paper (one up) as a single 

colour print for an 11 x 17 sheet of paper (two up resulting in a 50% savings of your 

printing costs!) 

2. You will create two versions of your Property Information Booklet;  

 

 i. One for REALTORS® with Buyers; and 

ii. One for BUYERS unrepresented (includes REALTOR® version pages) 



Following we offer page suggestions as to what each version can include. We 

recommend 12 pages for the REALTOR® version (information on the property 

only) and 24 pages for the unrepresented Buyer version (includes the 12 pages of 

the REALTOR® version plus Buyer specific information in the last 12 pages.) 

3. When in a showing with an unrepresented Buyer use the script provided on page 

12. We suggest you give a copy of your Information Booklet to each and every 

Buyer party for every showing. The reason being is that your Buyer version is jam 

packed with information for them to know and consider when shopping for a 

property and more importantly to educate them that they need a 

professional REALTOR® like yourself to represent them.  

Using the proven script provided you should result in you easily obtaining the 

Buyers contact information to follow up with the gift of the full SnapStats® report 

as promised, a Buyer drip email campaign and a phone call. 

4. Real Estate Etiquette Alert: When sharing the REALTOR® version for their 

interested clients (version does not solicit Buyers) be sure to offer and give 

the booklet to the REALTOR® to share with their client. Do not offer or give it to 

their client first. TIP! Give it to the REALTOR® when their client will see the 

offering so that they will ask for it later.  

 

The unit cost of a booklet can run up to a two to three dollars, therefore, you will 

use discretion when sharing it with other REALTORS® and their 

clients. We suggest you only share it if their Buyer sincerely seems to be 

interested in your listing. The investment cost of the booklet is well worth it, as it 

is an impressive listing tool to show how you will market the Seller’s property. 

Remember you are striving to be different. 

 

 

Following are suggested pages of content. 

  



REALTOR® Version: Suggested Page Content (does not solicit Buyer) 

 

Ensure at minimum every other page has your contact information in the footer or 

elsewhere in the template. 

1. Cover Page: Title Everything you want to know about this home and more! 
2. MLS Sheet 
3. Photos of Listing (two pages) 
4. Maps (Google, Walkscore)  
5. Strata Plan or Lot Plan 
6. Floor Plan 
7. Tax Assessment (only if it makes sense to do so) 
8. Comparable sales (only if it makes sense to do so but powerful when it does) 
9. SnapStats (current copy, single relevant page of listings location) 

 
 

Buyer Version (unrepresented):  Suggested Page Content (solicits Buyer) 
 
Add the following to the above list of page contents. Give out this version to each and 
every one of your non-represented Buyer showings. Samples of most pages follow. 
 

1. Mortgage Broker sheet (ask your Mortgage broker to provide you one) 
2. General Buyer Articles/Items of Interest: See samples following 
3. Glossary of Real Estate Terms 
4. CMHC First time Buyer programs (IMPORTANT: keep the details current! 
5. Your Bio 
6. Your Personal Stats (Days on market, Sale Price/List Price) 
7. Testimonials (fill up two pages if you can) 
8. Flow Chart of Buying Process (Find in our Members Resource Library) 

 
 
Sample pages to include in the Non-represented Buyer Version follow.  
  

http://www.snap-stats.com/members-resource-login/


 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



IMPORTANT! This sample page program details are not up-to-date. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
  



 
 
A generic version of this Flow Chart is available to you in our Members Resource 

Library under SMART Open Houses. 

 
 
 
  

http://www.snap-stats.com/members-resource-login/


 

 

I’m not here to sell you anything, but I do want to make sure you know 

what is all involved in purchasing a property and would like to give you this 

Information Booklet which includes statistics I provide my clients each 

month. [Point to the SnapStats report page.] Anything 14% or below 

[REBGV]* is officially a Buyer's Market as per the Real Estate Board. We 

report the Buyer Markets by price and neighbourhoods. 

[Wait for reaction of interest] 

If you like, after our showing today, [pick up and start flipping through the 

full Report stapled in booklet format and in colour] I can email you the full 

report which shows you all the official Buyer Markets from [state first 

area to last area of report ie Burnaby to Maple Ridge, or West Vancouver to 

Tsawwassen]. 

IMPORTANT: Be sure to email your SnapStats® report within the time frame promised to instill trust 

in the potential lead.

 

*If you are referring to the Fraser Valley report you would quote "11% or below” (as per the FVREB). 

___________________________________________________ 

BONUS: Offer or provide any other available FREE gifts such as our ‘How to Use a Fire 

Extinguisher’ poster that you can brand with your contact information. You will find it in our 

Members Resource Library under SMART Open Houses. 

 

http://www.snap-stats.com/members-resource-login/

